We, at Lumina Datamatics, specialize in addressing challenges faced by scholarly publishers and help deliver scientific content efficiently and in a cost-effective way. We leverage technology and expert editorial and project management capabilities to deliver high-quality content at a faster turnaround.

**Full-Service Capability**

- Project Management
- Editorial and Composition
- Abstracting and Indexing
- Taxonomy
- Rights and Permissions
- Design and Art
- Accessibility
- Conference Proceedings
- Open Access Support
- Manuscript Assessment and Review (MARS)
- Asset Monetization
- Editorial Office

Lumina Datamatics’ Content Authoring and Publishing System (CAPS) enables publishers to create, edit, and proofread content and also deliver across print, online, and digital channels.

**Unique Workflow Environment to Meet All Your Needs:**

- Cloud-based hosting for security and scalability
- XHTML-based workflow allows:
  - Pre-editing
  - Copyediting
  - Online author corrections
- Automated and customizable pre-editing solutions
- Black-box XML conversion and auto-pagination
- Real-time MathML equation creation and editing
- Live tracking and report generation
- Ability to manage open access payments
Our onshore project management and editorial teams with over 20 years of experience are available to support your transitions.

From Manuscript to Publish in 8 Days

Day 0
Manuscript receipt

Day 1
Copyediting

Day 2
Formatting

Day 3
Author proof

Day 5
Author corrections

Day 6
Editor proof

Day 7
Editor corrections

Day 8
Publish by Lumina
Approval by Publisher

Benefits
- Quality content
- Reduced TAT
- API integration
- Online proofing
- Collaborate anytime, anywhere
- Multichannel delivery

How Are We Different?
- Experts in society journal publishing
- Ability to handle any type of DTD
- Capacity to handle traditional and XML-first workflow
- Hosting support services on platforms like HighWire, Silverchair, and Atypon
- Specialists at handling heavy and complex math content

Lumina Datamatics Facts
- Specialized content, data, and analytics solutions provider
- 7 of the world’s top 10 publishers as customers
- 2800+ inclusive & diverse workforce
- 10 million pages of content transformed annually
- Part of the $150 million Datamatics Group

marketing@luminad.com
www.luminadatamatics.com

North America: Norwell, MA
Europe: Munich
Asia: Bengaluru, Chennai, Mumbai, Noida, Puducherry